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By Tim Anderson

AmazonEncore, United States, 2011. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Reprint. 210 x 120 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book. Everyone wants to escape their boring, stagnant lives full of
inertia and regret. But so few people actually have the bravery to run run away from everything and
selflessly seek out personal fulfillment on the other side of the world where they don t understand
anything and won t be expected to. The world is full of cowards. Tim Anderson was pushing thirty
and working a string of dead-end jobs when he made the spontaneous decision to pack his bags
and move to Japan. It was a gutsy move, especially for a tall, white, gay Southerner who didn t
speak a lick of Japanese. But his life desperately needed a shot of adrenaline, and what better way
to get one than to leave behind his boyfriend, his cat, and his Siouxsie and the Banshees box set to
move to a tiny, overcrowded island heaving with clever, sensibly proportioned people who make
him look fat ? In Tokyo, Tim became a gaijin, an outsider whose stumbling progression through
Japanese culture is minutely chronicled in these sixteen hilarious stories. Despite the steep
learning...
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ReviewsReviews

Excellent electronic book and valuable one. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. I am very easily can get a delight of studying
a written book.
-- Anastacio Kreiger DDS-- Anastacio Kreiger DDS

This ebook is amazing. It typically will not price excessive. I discovered this pdf from my dad and i recommended this publication to learn.
-- Rhoda Leffler-- Rhoda Leffler
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